Access to **invaluable** insight and mentoring from TI’s top leaders

**Fun**, collaborative work environment

**Flexible** schedules and excellent, competitive benefits

Strong focus on community **involvement**

Intern assignments challenge students to tackle **real-world** projects in a global environment

---

**Why TI?**

**Available Internships**

**Engineering roles**
- Facilities/Environmental
- Manufacturing/Operations
- Test/Product
- Quality

**Business roles**
- Finance
- HR
- IT Planning

**Location**
- Melaka & Kuala Lumpur

---

**Contact**

- [careers.ti.com/malaysia](mailto:careers.ti.com/malaysia)
- 06-2515136/ 03-42643255
- kelly.wee@ti.com/ asrad.kamisan@ti.com
Why TI:
TI is a global semiconductor design and manufacturing company operating in 35 countries and producing 100,000+ analog ICs, embedded processors, software and tools.

We are innovators and world-changers, offering:
- Challenging work and hands-on experience
- Extensive training and leadership development
- Variety of assignments worldwide
- Creative and friendly work environment
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